
Diamonds At Dawn - The Mesmerizing Story of
Catalina Claussen

Diamonds have always captured our hearts with their brilliance and enchanting
beauty. They are timeless treasures that symbolize love, power, and luxury.
Among the many incredible stories surrounding these precious gemstones, one
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name always stands out - Catalina Claussen, fondly known as the "Sparkling
Diamond of the Dawn."

Catalina Claussen is no ordinary individual; she is a mesmerizing embodiment of
strength, resilience, and grace. Her journey in the diamond industry is one that
leaves us bedazzled, showcasing her determination and passion for transforming
rough stones into sparkling works of art.
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The Adventurous Beginnings

Born amidst the captivating sunrise on the picturesque Catalina Island,
Claussen's destiny seemed intertwined with the world of diamonds from the very
start. Her parents, renowned gemologists themselves, recognized their
daughter's innate love for these gems, which sparked her adventurous pursuit.

As a child, Catalina would often accompany her parents on their diamond
expeditions. Traveling to various corners of the world, from the vast African
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savannahs to the icy lands of Canada, she developed a deep connection with the
earth's hidden treasures. Her curious mind soaked in knowledge about the
gemstone industry, learning the art of distinguishing between exceptional quality
diamonds and mere imitations.

A Shimmering Education

Claussen's thirst for knowledge led her to obtain a gemology degree from the
prestigious Gemological Institute of America. There, she honed her skills under
the guidance of distinguished experts, immersing herself in the study of rare
colored diamonds, specialized grading techniques, and cutting-edge technologies
used in the industry.

Her relentless pursuit of excellence did not stop there. Catalina embarked on an
extensive gemological exploration, venturing into dusty diamond mines and sun-
drenched marketplaces around the globe. Her audacity to reach the most remote
territories, in search of extraordinary gemstones, cemented her reputation as a
fearless trailblazer.

A Brilliant Career

Armed with knowledge, passion, and an unwavering commitment, Catalina
Claussen set out to create her own legacy in the diamond world. Establishing her
company, Diamonds At Dawn, she envisioned a brand that would redefine luxury
and elegance.

With each of her creations, Catalina strives to capture the essence of individual
stories within the diamonds she expertly crafts. The raw beauty of these stones is
unveiled through her skilled hands, transforming them into exquisite pieces of art
that inspire awe.



The world quickly took notice of Claussen's enchanted creations, as they began
to grace the pages of renowned magazines and adorn the necks, ears, and wrists
of celebrities and royalty. Her designs bear a distinct mark of sophistication,
blending classical elegance with a modern twist.

The Sparkling Legacy

Catalina Claussen's contribution to the diamond industry cannot be overstated.
Not only has she brought admiration and glamour to the world of gems, but she
has also become an inspiration for aspiring gemologists and jewelry enthusiasts
worldwide.

Her philanthropic endeavors are equally remarkable. Catalina believes in giving
back to the communities that have nurtured her throughout her journey.
Diamonds At Dawn actively supports organizations dedicated to education,
healthcare, and the wellbeing of children in diamond mining regions.

Today, Catalina Claussen's name is synonymous with diamonds that truly
embody the magic of the sunrise. Her creations are a testament to her unfading
passion, dedication, and unwavering adoration of these remarkable gemstones.

Embrace the Eternal Splendor

Come, lose yourself in the iridescent world of Catalina Claussen's Diamonds At
Dawn. Let the brilliance of each diamond captivate your soul, and allow the
enchanting beauty of these timeless treasures to transport you to a realm of
eternal splendor.

The glittering journey awaits, where diamonds and dreams converge under the
rays of the rising sun, and Catalina Claussen reigns supreme - forever known as
the "Sparkling Diamond of the Dawn."
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"Are you there, Ama?" In "Diamonds at Dawn," seventeen-year old Ahzi Toadlena
is adrift, and has been since she was nine. One winter morning she awoke
shivering. At dawn, the fire had gone out in the hogan along with the warmth in
her mother's arms. Page after torn notebook page chronicle Ahzi's grief, but on
the eve of her eighteenth birthday something new is stirring in her: not one, but
two crushes. Chadwick, a prep school boy and "fairweather" friend from
Albuquerque, and Maverick, a charming misfit, have worked their way into her
heart. And to make things worse her best friend, Cascade, is sweet on them too.
Ahzi knows what she needs to do. She has to leave her grief behind. She climbs
to the highest mesa on the ranch and casts her poems to the wind. In the weeks
that follow, amidst concerns over fur trappers on the southwestern New Mexico
ranch, a possible murder charge, and Ahzi's journey through grief, Cassie, Chad,
and Maverick unwittingly piece the poems back together in a kind of secret map
of the heart. The map shows Ahzi that falling in love doesn't mean abandoning
the memory of her Ama nor her best friend. And the map is a key to all their
healing. Will adventure and mystery on this southwestern New Mexico ranch
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resolve matters of the heart? Will Ahzi and Cassie's friendship last? "Diamonds at
Dawn" is the promised sequel to "Diamonds at Dusk" and readers will not be
disappointed.
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